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ABSTRACT

Operation of the LCLS-II undulator lines requires the capability of undulator segment gap based photon energy
scanning while maintaining full FEL intensity. This paper describes the procedures and its limitatations for the
soft xray line (SXR) for operating with electron beams from either the existing Cu linac (Cu-linac) or the new
superconducting linac (SC-linac). The hard x-ray line (HXR) will be treated in a separate paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
LCLS allows a scan of the photon energy over small intervals. This is achieved by varying the energy of the electron
beam before it reaches the undulator line, taking advantage of the fact that the linac only servers one undulator line.
None of the components of the undulator line needs to be changed. In contrast, in some LCLS-II operational modes,
the destination of the electron beam from either the Cu-linac of the SC-linac will be sent to two undulator lines and
will be switched between the SXR and HXR undulator lines on a bunch by bunch basis. In order to perform energy
scans for one undulator line but not the other, it would be necessary to rapidly switch the electron beam energy on
a pulse-by-pulse bases, which is not supported by the current design. Instead, these energy scans will be performed
by changing the gaps of all undulators (and thus their K values) within the line that is being scanned while keeping
the electron beam energy unchanged. Technically, this will require changing set points of a number of components
as listed in Table 1.
Table 1: SXR Undulator Beamline components involved in a K based photon energy scan.
Component
Undulator Downstream Top Motors
Undulator Upstream Top Motors
Undulator Upstream Bottom Motors
Undulator Downstream Botom Motors
Phase Shifter Gap Motors
Horizontal Correctors
Vertical Correctors
Environmental Correctors ( horz )
Environmental Correctors (vert)

Count
21
21
21
21
20
22
22
21
21

The maximum scan widths are defined in the LCLS-II Phase Shifter PRD (Physics Requirements Document) [1] is
(
±25 eV, if Eph < 950 eV
∆Eph =
(1)
±2.5%, otherwise.
Scans are expected to be done over the ranges
Eph,start , . . . , Eph,end = Eph,start , . . . , Eph,start + 2|∆Eph |

(2)

with 200 eV ≤ Eph,start ≤ 1425 eV and 250 eV ≤ Eph,end ≤ 1500 eV. The actual maximum ranges are shown in
Fig. 1.
Further author information: E-mail: nuhn@slac.stanford.edu
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(a) SC Linac Operation

(b) Cu Linac Operation

Figure 1: Full energy scan range for the SXR line as function of electron and photon energies for SC (a) and Cu (b)
linac.
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2. SCANNING THE UNDULATOR K VALUES
This section describes how the K values of the individual undulator segments will be changed during a photon energy
scan. Fig. 2 shows a typical setting of the undulator K values along the undulator line to support gain taper (linear
reduction in K on the left-hand-side) and post-saturation taper (quadratic reduction in K on the right-hand-side).
For considerations in this paper, we assume that the taper is set to compensate for electron beam energy lossed due
to wakefields, spontaneous synchrotron radiation, and the FEL process such that the resonant condition, Eq. (3),
yields the same FEL photon energy, Eph , throughout the undulator line.
Eph = hcn

2γ 2
.
λu (1 + K 2 /2)

(3)

Here, γ = Ee /me c2 is the relativistic Lorentz factor using the electron beam energy, Ee , the electron rest mass, me ,
and the speed of light in vacuum, c. λu is the undulator period length, K is the undulator parameter, h is Planck’s
constant, and n is the harmonic number. Normally, a value for Eph is requested and Eq. (4) can be used to calculate

Figure 2: Example of an SXR undulator taper in ‘continous taper’ mode, i.e., including tapering of each undulator
segment, keeping the K values at the end of a segment equal to the one at the start of the next segment. The
red numbers label the undulator system cells (see the LCLS-II Undulator System PRD [2] for a definition of the
undulator system cell structure). The blue numbers characterize the individual undulator segment tapers, i.e., the
difference between the upstream and downstream gap values of an undulator segment in units of µm.
the K value at the beginning of the first undulator (see Fig. 3)
s 

2γ12
K1 = 2 hcn
−1 ,
λu Eph,1

(4)

with γ1 and Eph,1 = Eph being the Lorentz factor and the photon energy at the beginning of the first undulator,
respectively. The undulator K values
Kj = K1 − ∆Kj ,

j ∈ {2 . . . N }

(5)

at the beginning of the following segments are different by amounts ∆Kj due to tapering, as shown in Fig. 2 (j is
the undulator segment sequence number).
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(a) SC Linac Operation

(b) Cu Linac Operation

Figure 3: Initial K values for the first SXR undulator segment at the start of energy scans as function of electron and
photon energies for operation with the SC (a) and Cu (b) linacs. Each colored square indicates a possible operating
configuration. The color values indicate the K values needed, as explained by the color bars.
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(a) SC Linac Operation

(b) Cu Linac Operation

Figure 4: Totel δK1 change amplitudes (see Eq. (7)) during a full photon energy scan for the first SXR undulator
segment (cell 26) as function of electron and photon energies for the SC (a) and Cu (b) linacs.
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Given the taper values of Eq. 5 and the assumption that they have been chosen to compensate for the reduction in
electron beam energy in the undulator segments, i.e., to keep the resonant photon energy the same for each undulator
segment, these electron beam energy values at the beginning of each undulator segment can then be calculated to
be proportional to
s
1 + 21 Kj2
γj = γ1
.
(6)
1 + 21 K12
In order to perform a photon energy scan in the range 0 eV ≤ δEph ≤ ∆Eph while changing the resonant photon

Figure 5: Example of a change of K values during a 100 eV photon energy scan with for the same parameters used
in Fig. 2. The left ends of the labeled top lines indicate the values for Kj,start while the left ends of the bottom lines
correspond to the values of Kj,end .
energies of all undulator segments in the same way, i.e., keeping them the same at every undulator segment entrance,
the individual Kj values will need to be changed during the scan by
s 


Eph,start
1
2
δKj = Kj,start − 2
−1 ,
(7)
1 + (Kj,start )
2
Eph,start + δEph
where the
Kj,start = K1,start − ∆Kj ,

(8)

are the K values at each undulator segment entrance at the start of a photon energy scan according to Eq. (5) and
as shown in Fig. 3. During the scan, the values δKj will be moved from Kj,start to Kj,end in order to move δEph
from 0 eV to ∆Eph . Fig. 4 shows δK1 as function of photon and electron energies for operation with the SC and
the Cu linacs. Due to tapering and magnetic differences between undulator segments, the gap of each undulator
segment will need to be changed somewhat different from the otheres during a scan. Fig. 6 shows a simplified
version∗ of the gap changes needed to control the taper in Fig. 5. The gap of the last undulator segment in cell 47
in this example requires a 2.9-µm larger gap change compared to the first undulator segment in cell 26. While the
differences in this example might be just borderline significant, they will become important at larger K values and
stronger tapers. Therefore, photon energy scans should be controlled via the undulator K process variables (PVs)
∗ Ignoring the fact that each undulator segment will be at at a different temperature in the undulator hall and thus will have a different
relation between K and gap values.
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Figure 6: Gap changes required for the SXR Undulator line photon energy scan shown in Fig. 5.
not directly through the gap PVs. The control system will know the correct gap values for any K value requested
for any undulator segment and temperature deviation.

2.1. Adjusting the Phase Shifters
Whenever the undulator gap is changed, it is necessary to adjust the upstream and downstream phase shifter gaps,
if any. Phase shifters [1] are located between successive undulator segments, which means that the first undulator
segment has no preceding phase shifter an the last undulator has no succedding phase shifter. The reason for
needing the phase shifters is that the free-space phase slippage, that occurs while the electron bunches and x-ray
pulses traverse the space between undulator segments, depends on the K values of the adjacent undulators
∆φf reespace =

2π∆s
2π∆s
=
.
2
λph 2γ
λu (1 + K 2 /2)

(9)

The dependence on electron energy, which the middle term of Eq.(9) suggests, is compensated by a change in
photon wavelength, λph , leaving only the K dependence. On the other hand, the phase slippage that occurs while
traversing the core of an undulator segment is only dependent on the constant undulator period length, λu , i.e.,
∆φund = 2π∆s/λu . The phase shifter gap will be controlled based on a combination of online gap measurements
and magnetic measurements performed in the magnet measurement facility (MMF) at SLAC during phase shifter
and undulator segment tuning. The alghorithm of determining the phase shifter gaps during operation is described
in an LCLS technical note by Zachary Wolf [3]. An example of gap change amplitudes during a full photon energy
scan as defined above (Eq.(1)) at any combination of photon and electron start energies is shown in Fig. 7 for the
phase shifter located after the first undulator segment. The settings of the following phase shifters will be slightly
different due to the undulator taper. While Fig. 4 shows a smooth change for the initial δK values, the equivalent
plot for the phase shifter gap changes (Fig. 7) shows a number of striations. The reason for them is found in the fact
that the phase shifters require gap resets to cover the entire operational range. They will be arranged such that none
of the gap resets will occur during any of the photon energy scans. The control system will automatically chose the
correct phase shifter gaps that are appropriate for the K values at the adjacent undulator ends. The settings will be
different between photon energy scan mode and regular operational mode. The ratio of the phase shifter gap changes
to undulator gap changes during a photon energy scan depends on both the inital photon and electron energies (see
Fig. 8).
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(a) SC Linac Operation

(b) Cu Linac Operation

Figure 7: Possible ∆g values for the first SXR phase shifter as function of electron and photon energies for SC (a)
and Cu (b) linac.
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(a) SC Linac Operation

(b) Cu Linac Operation

Figure 8: Possible ∆gphaseshif ter /∆gundulator ratios of the full photon energy scan amplitudes for the first SXR
undulator phase shifter as function of electron and photon energies for SC (a) and Cu (b) linac.
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Averaged over the entire operational electron/photon energy range the phase shifter gap will need to change about
1.8 times as much as the undulator gap during a photon energy scan. In a few extreme cases this ratio can exceed
the value 7.

2.2. Adjusting the Trajectory Correctors
Changing the gap of an undulator segment or a phase shifter will change the first and second field integrals of these
devices resulting in a change in kick and added offset to the electron beam in both the horizontal and vertical planes.
These effects on the electron beam can and need to be corrected using the horizontal and vertical trajectory correctors
that are integrated in the quadrupole magnets. A change in trajectory offset at the downstream end of an undulator
segment or phase shifter will be removed by a change in the settings of the closest upstream corrector. A change
in trajectory kick at the downstream end as well as the kick from the correction of the offset will be corrected by a
change in the settings of the closest downstream corrector. Fig. 9 shows the required corrector settings for an SXR

Figure 9: Example of needed corrector strength adjustments to control the field integral changes as function of the
gap settings of undulator segment SXU-011 for both the hotizontal and vertical planes. (It has currently not yet
been determined in which cell this undulator segment will be placed.)
undulator segment as function of gap. As can be seen in Fig. 9, within the operational range of 7.2 mm to 20 mm,
there are rapid corrector changes necessary for a given gap change. The positive message from this figure is though,
that the change requirements are small, only a few µTm per mm of gap change. At an electron energy of 4 GeV, a
corrector error of 1 µTm causes a betatron oscillation with about 1 µm amplitude, which would not cause a noticable
effect to the x-ray beam. It will need to be explored during operation if corrector adjustment will be needed during
photon energy scans.

2.3. Adjusting the Environmental Field Correctors
Before undulators are present, the locations in the undulator hall, where the undulator segments will be placed, will
have magnetic background fields, which are called ‘environmental fields’. The predominant component of these fields
is the Earth magnetic field, modified by rebar in the tunnel walls and steel components inside the tunnel. After
undulator segments are installed, these fields will be concentrated onto the beam axis by the Vanadium Permendur†
poles of the undulator. The resulting on-axis magnetic field changes are dependent on the undulator gap. The
effects from the regular Earth magnetic field are being compensated during undulator tuning in the MMF. This is
done by placing each undulator segment with the same orientation to the Earth magnetic field in the MMF that
it will have in the undulator hall. The difference between the Earth magnetic field in the MMF and the undulator
hall will be measured just before the undulator segments will be installed. The field differences resulting from
† cobalt-iron

soft magnetic alloy
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these measurements will be reproduced in the MMF with the help of a large Helmholtz coil, installed around a
test undulator segment. This test undulator segment will have a regular SXR undulator vacuum chamber inserted.
Each regular SXR undulator vacuum chamber has two sets of coils incorporated, powered by two independent power
supplies to control Bx and By fields, independently. The fields will be constant along the beam path along the
vacuum chamber. With the described setup, the exitation level for these coils as function of gap and Helmholtz coil
field will be determined and later used in the undulator hall during operation to compensate those deviations of the
local environmental magnetic fields from the standard Earth magnetic field. The on-axis magnetic field amplitude to
be corrected is expected to be less than 1 G, which would produce a first field integral of less than 350 µTm. This is
much larger than the undulator field integral correction described in Sec. 2.2. The Helmholtz coil measurements will
be done after the end of the tuning cycle just before the start of commissioning. The results of these measurements
are nececcesary to determine how much these environmental correctors have to be changed during a photon energy
scan.

2.4. Point-by-Point Photon Energy Scanning
As mentioned in the Introduction, changing the photon energy of the SXR undulator line by keeping the energy
of the incoming electron beam constant, requires the change of more than 100 motors and possibly more than 80
magnet power supplies, all at different rates. In the current EPICS [4] accelerator control system, these components
are all unsynchronized. It is expected that during such a photon energy change, the photon energy will not move
smoothly between the two end points or not even stay between the end points. It is also expected that the x-ray
intensity might fluctuate more strongly than normal, or will be turned off, during such a change. It is therefore
proposed that the photon energy scans, as described in this document, will not be done in one but several steps.
The step size, in units of eV, will be settable. There will be a handshake communication between the undulator
system and the user experiment. The user experiment will be notified when all components finished the step move,
at which point movement will halt briefly until the response from the user experiment indicates that data taking
has been completed. The duration of such a step-by-step procedure is obviously a concern and is currently being
studied. The first data point in that study has been obtained and shows that a small change in undulator gap takes
5 s when the use of brakes is allowed. It is currently being investigated if scanning operation without the use of gap
brakes is possible, and by how much it will reduce the time duration for one step. The duration of the phase shifter
gap changes and corrector amplitude changes will be investigated later.

2.5. Summary
The paper discusses the planned implementation of photon energy scanning for the tapered LCLS-II SXR undulator
line. Scanning in the LCLS-II HXR line will be discussed in a separate paper. SXR photon energy scanning will
be broken down into a number of smaller steps. For each step, the 42 different size undulator gap changes (one for
each end of an undulator segment) and, as a consequence, 20 different phase shifter gap changes and up to about
80 coil power supply changes will be applied. During the execution of a step, the FEL x-ray output intensity is not
expected to be predictable. At completion of a step there will be communication between the accelator and the user
experiment allowing the latter to take data, after which the next step will be executed.
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